Hummingbirds: Lab 2
1. Download presentation called Lab 3-2 Hummingbirds from my website.
2. Save to PowerPoint Folder.
3. On Slide 1: Change the volume of the audio file to high and then
Select: Start automatically, play across slides, loop until stopped,
rewind after playing, and hide during show.
a. Copy the hummingbird image from slide 2 and paste to slide 1.
i. Delete the hummingbird from slide 2.
ii. Decrease the size of the image so that it measures
approximately 1.71” x 1.87” and then move it so it looks
like it is eating from the base of the bird feeder.
iii. Apply the Fly In animation. Change the effect options: From
Top-Right entrance effect to the image.
1. Change the Start Timing setting to After Previous, and
change the duration to 2.50.
b. Increase the title font to 72 point, bold the text, and then
change the color of the title text front to Red (in Standard
Colors).
i. Decrease the title text placeholder to approximately 1.65” x
7.62” and then position the title on top of the red
rectangle.
1. Apply the Fly In entrance effect with the From Top
direction to the title, change the start timing option
to After Previous, and then change the duration to
2.50.
c. Change the shape fill color of the red rectangle to Lime, Accent
1 (in the first Theme Colors row). Decrease the size of the
rectangle shape to approximately 1.7” x 6.96”.
i. Increase the font size of the three paragraphs in the
rectangle shape to 28 point and then bold this text.
d. Apply the appear entrance effect to the first paragraph in the
list and then change the start timing option to After Previous

and the duration to 2.50. Apply the same animation settings for
the second and third paragraphs in the list.
4. On Slide 2: Move the video to the right side of the slide, increase
the size to approximately 5.84” x 8.2”, apply the Beveled Oval, Black
video style (in Moderate Area) to the video, change the video border
to Red (in Standard colors), and then change the border weight to 3
pt.
a. Trim the video so that the End Time is 00:17.88
i. Change the volume to High and then start the video
automatically.
b. Apply the Float In entrance effect to the title text and then
change the direction to Float Down. Change the start timing
option to With Previous and the duration to 3.00.
5. On Slide 3: Apply the Shape entrance effect to the title text and then
change the Start timing option to With Previous and the duration to
3.00
a. Select the hummingbird and flowers illustration and zoom in to
view the three pink flowers. Ungroup this illustration.
i. Select the three pink flowers and change their fill color to
Red (in Standard Colors). Delete the three green leaves in
the middle of the dark green stem.
ii. Regroup the illustration, increase the size to approximately
3.14” x 4.85, and then zoom out and move it to a new
location.
iii. Apply the Reflected Bevel, White picture style to the flower
picture. Resize the picture to approximately 3.1” x 4.17”
and then move it to the right side of the slide.
1. Apply the Zoom entrance effect to this picture. Change
the Start timing option to On Click and the duration
to 2.00
6. Create a closing slide.
7. Apply the transition to None for all slides.
8. Run Spell check.

9. Click the ‘Start From the Beginning’ button to start the show form the
first slide. Check out the presentation and make sure it looks good.
10.

Put your Orange Cup up. Save. Minimize until Teacher comes to

Grade. Start on assignment 2 while waiting for Mrs. Kratky.

